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Introduction

Collective dimensions and individual agendas in the circulation
of mathematics through journals

Quite often investigations on journals provide overviews on
populations of authors and editors, collections of papers,
mathematical subjects, etc. (prosopography, databases,
quantitative analysis etc.)

Microhistorical analysis : actor’s representations about
“periodical mathematics,” “mathematical journals,” etc.

sheds light on the roles played by institutions for planning
mathematical research and its circulation through publications
and education.
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Camille Jordan ( 1838-1922)
par Puvis de Chavanne

Jordan’s two contributions to the Annali di
Matematica Pura ed Applicata :

1867, “Mémoire sur la stabilité de
l’équilibre des corps flottants”

1868, “Mémoire sur les groupes de
mouvements,

Why did Jordan publish in the Annali ? Why
did he contribute with two, and only two,
papers ? Why did he publish these papers in
a row ? How did he choose the issues he
tackled in his papers ?
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A first approach : collective organisations

Obvious organisations to look at : the Annali, Ecole
polytechnique
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The changes in the editorial policy of the Annali

In 1867 Cremona and Brioschi took over the direction of Annali,
which had until then been edited by Tortolini.

In addition to moving the journal from Rome to Milan and to
naming a new editorial board, Cremona and Brioschi also
developed the international dimension of the journal by issuing
a call for papers that circulated through their networks of
foreign correspondents.
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The changes in the editorial policy of the Annali

While the Annali had published no more than 29 papers from
foreign contributors between 1858 and 1866, 50 papers from
foreign mathematicians were published from 1867 to 1869.

Most foreign contributors published no more than once or twice
in the Annali, most certainly in response to the sollicitation of
Cremona and Brioschi.
The most numerous foreign contributors were the French (16
different authors from 1858 to 1870), followed by the Germans
(13 authors), the group of which quickly increased after 1867.
From 1858 to 1870, the group of French contributors was
largely dominated by polytechnicians (Bertrand, Mannheim,
Bonnet, Hermite, Mathieu, Jordan, Méray) with the presence of
a smaller, though quite active, group of Jesuit abbots (Jullien,
Le Cointe, Aoust, Pepin).
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The topics of Jordan’s contributions

1867, “Mémoire sur la stabilité de l’équilibre des corps
flottants” : the only paper Jordan ever devoted to fluid
mechanics.

1868, “Mémoire sur les groupes de mouvements” : more
coherent with Jordan’s series of papers on polyhedrons
since 1863. Yet, in contrast with the algebraic nature of
the series of notes published in the Comptes rendus and
with the three papers published in Crelles’ journal
(1866-1868), the memoir sent to the Annali focuses on
mechanical issues.
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A second approach : individual agendas

Why mechanics ?
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Mathematics not suited for periodical publications ?

Jordan to Cremona, 20th of February 1867 :

For many years I have devoted all of my leisure time
to research on algebraic equations, the considerable
scope of which is hardly suited for a publication in a
periodical journal.

A differentiation between the types of mathematics that may, or
may not, be suitable for periodic publications.

A monograph : the 1870 Traité des substitutions et des
équations algébriques...

Yet from 1864 to 1870, Jordan’s works on substitutions groups
and algebraic equations would be published in several
periodicals such as the Comptes rendus, Liouville’s journal, and
Crelle’s journal.
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Periodical mathematics : audience and collections

Jordan was apparently more reluctant to publish his works on
substitutions in the Annali than in other periodicals.

He may have believed that substitution groups would reach a
limited audience in Italy ... more importantly, Jordan feared that
a contribution in the Annali would have a limited audience in
France and that such a memoir would therefore remain isolated
from his other papers on substitutions groups.
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Periodical mathematics : the dangers of
fragmentation

As a consequence, such a publication would have emerged as an
effort to develop the theory of substitutions as an autonomous
field of investigation, while Jordan was struggling to develop as
many applications of his group theoretical approach as possible.

Recall that group theory would not be considered a coherent
mathematical theory before the turn of the 20th century and
that several prominent mathematicians blamed Jordan for the
excessive generality, and even formal nature, of his research.

Jordan’s series of notes in the Comptes rendus, as well as his
longer papers in both Liouville’s and Crelle’s journals, precisely
aimed at proving the relevance of his investigations on
substitution groups by applying them to cubic surfaces and
abelian functions
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The bitter experience of Giuseppe Janni

A series of papers to the theory of substitutions in Battaglini’s
journal from 1870 to 1874, “entirely deduced” from the first
sections of Jordan’s Traité : the general without the applied...

Janni to Jordan, 1873 : Jordan had “unintentionally doomed”
Janny career by “ruining” his chances for appointment to the
chair of algebra at the university of Turin...

Janni lamented that his application had suffered from the
novelty and difficulty of substitution theory, in contrast with
other candidates who had do little more than applying
traditional works of analytical geometry to the investigation of
conic sections...
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Why mechanics ?

How did Jordan choose his research topics in
the 1860s ?
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Why mechanics ? How did Jordan choose his research topics in
the 1860s ?
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The ordination of an aspiring mathematician

The Grand prix des sciences mathématiques de l’Académie des sciences :

1860 : number of values of functions (Jordan 1860 & 1861)

yet the Académie members felt that none of the submitted memoirs
was worthy of the prize , and the competition was therefore cancelled,

during the 1860s the Grand prix was actually awarded only once, in
1868, to a posthumous memoir of Edmond Bour.

1861 : geometrical theory of polyhedrons (Jordan 1865 - 1867)

1863 : geometrical theory of polyhedrons (Jordan 1865 - 1867)

1864 : stability of the equilibrium of floating bodies (Jordan 1867)

...

1870 : prix Poncelet for the Traité des substitutions
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The ordination of an aspiring mathematician

Competing for the prizes of the Académie was crucial for a
young polytechnician who aimed at making a career in
mathematics.

The memoir for the 1864 Grand prix on floating bodies was one
of the two submissions that were officially “encouraged” by the
Académie, and Jordan was eventually awarded half of the
amount of the prize.
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The ordination of an aspiring mathematician

The role played by the evaluation of the Académie in Cremona’s decision
to publish Jordan’s contribution is made explicit in a letter dated 25th May
1867 :

M. Brioschi and I are very grateful to you for sending us your
excellent memoir on the stability of the equilibrium of floating
bodies. We are pleased that you have thought of sending to the
Annali such a beautiful work ; we know its high value thank to
the judgment of the Académie. Your manuscript is therefore
welcome [...].

M. Brioschi et moi nous vous prions d’agréer nos sincères
remerciements pour l’envoi de votre excellent mémoire sur la
stabilité de l’équilibre des corps flottants. Nous sommes heureux
que vous ayez pensé à destiner à nos Annali ce beau travail
dont nous connaissons la haute portée d’après le jugement de
l’Académie. Votre manuscrit est donc le bienvenu [...].
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The ordination of an aspiring mathematician

The second memoir published by Jordan in the Annali : a
similar story.

The geometric theory of polyhedra : the problem for the 1861
Grand prix, postponed to 1863, and eventually cancelled
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The ordination of an aspiring mathematician

Among the members of the committee of academicians elected to evaluate
the submissions for these prizes, Charles Hermite and Ossian Bonnet were
regular contributors to the Annali, and Joseph Bertrand had been invited
to publish in the very first issue of Tortolini’s journal in 1858.

Between 1865 and 1868, Bertrand actively supported the publication of the
main results of Jordan’s memoir on polyhedrons in the form of a series of
notes in the Comptes rendus. In 1868, he even wrote an official report
supporting the publication of the entirety of Jordan’s memoir in the
Recueil des savants étrangers.... yet by that time, Jordan had already
published most of his results in three contributions to Crelle’s journal...
It is in this context that Jordan settled for sending his remaining original
results on polyhedra to the Annali.
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the submissions for these prizes, Charles Hermite and Ossian Bonnet were
regular contributors to the Annali, and Joseph Bertrand had been invited
to publish in the very first issue of Tortolini’s journal in 1858.

Between 1865 and 1868, Bertrand actively supported the publication of the
main results of Jordan’s memoir on polyhedrons in the form of a series of
notes in the Comptes rendus. In 1868, he even wrote an official report
supporting the publication of the entirety of Jordan’s memoir in the
Recueil des savants étrangers.... yet by that time, Jordan had already
published most of his results in three contributions to Crelle’s journal...
It is in this context that Jordan settled for sending his remaining original
results on polyhedra to the Annali.
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A specific publication practice

Why did Jordan publish in the Annali ? Why did he contribute
with two, and only two, papers ? Why did he publish these
papers in a row ? How did he choose the issues he tackled in his
papers ?

A specific publication practice in connection with the system of
mathematical prizes ..
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A specific publication practice

The Grand prix generated more memoirs than the Académie
could publish : in order to be published by the Académie, a
memoir had to actually win the Grand prix, though this prize
was very seldomly awarded....

What happened to the many memoirs that did not win ? These
memoirs were hardly welcome in Liouville’s journal, because of
its strong connection to the Académie...
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Jordan’s conception of a mathematical journal

The possibilities of publication in France were therefore limited to the
Journal de l’École polytechnique and a few other “journals of engineers”
which Jordan contrasted with “mathematical journals” :

Jordan to Cremona, 8th May 1867 :

I am honored to send you the Mémoire sur la stabilité de
l’équilibre des corps flottants that I presented two years ago to
the Académie de Paris for its grand prix de mathématiques. The
Academy granted this memoir its approval with an
encouragement of 1500 francs. I have been invited to publish
my work in the Annales des Mines, but this collection is
exclusively devoted to applied sciences and is therefore unknown
to mathematicians. I would therefore prefer the publicity of a
Mathematical Journal such as yours, and I beg you to look into
this memoir if you would be willing to accept it.

Foreign « mathematical journals »such as the Annali were therefore ideal
places to publish the “byproducts” of academic prizes...
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Jordan’s conception of a mathematical journal

When he received Cremona’s circular in January 1867, Jordan suggested
another potential contributor : “my friend, M. Sarrau, who is one of our
good geometers, and who may be the best in the methods of the calculus
of residues [...] his portfolio must be furnished enough and, if he gives you
his collaboration, I am certain he will be very useful to you.”

Sarrau had entered École polytechnique two years after Jordan in 1857 and
had since then published two memoirs on the propagation and the
polarization of light in crystals, a topic that was connected to Jordan’s
works on polyhedra through the framework of Bravais’s approach to
crystallography...
Yet, his research in physics was hardly compatible with the turn of the
journal in 1867 toward pure mathematics...
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Jordan’s conception of a mathematical journal

A difference in the representations of “mathematical journals” :
in the tradition of the French “mathematical sciences” Jordan’s
memoir on the stability of fluid motions was no more
“mathematical” than Sarrau’s crystallographical approach to
optics...
When Jordan would take the direction of the Journal de
mathématiques pures et appliquées in 1884 he would promote
publications on a great variety of topics of physics (the physicist
Pierre Duhem was one of the most prolific contributors from
1885 to 1905)
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A specific publication practice that illuminates the connections
between the newly founded mathematical journals and the
much older academic organization of mathematics.

It required the active collaboration of French academicians in
promoting to the editors of the Annali the works of a few
promising young French mathematicians such as Jordan and
Mathieu.
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The interplay between the national and the
international

The connections between the Annali and the Académie also
involved subtle national issues.

From the perspective of Bertrand, it was because the Annali
was an “Italian” journal that it provided a solution for publishing
papers that could not be published in France.
On the other hand, the young authors supported by Bertrand
were explicitly considered promising “French” mathematicians
by the editors of the Annali.

Cremona to Jordan, 1867 :
We have seen with a great pleasure that M. Bertrand
speaks very highly of your research on the theory of
equations in his Report, and especially of some results
of the foremost importance contained in a book
currently in press.
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The Académie and mathematical journal

The Académie had played a national role in the organisation of
scientific activities in France since the 17th century ... but was
also embedded in a network of other academies all over Europe.

By the 1860s, the Académie had lost its monopoly over both
the evaluation and the diffusion of scientific research in France.
Several specialized national mathematical journals had been
created .... yet the Académie maintained a close relationship
with major journals, such as the French Journal de
mathématiques pures et appliquées and the Italian Annali. This
relationship revolved in large part around the system of prizes
which had provided the Académie with a tool for planning and
evaluating research on specific subjects since the 18th century.
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On the local scale : planning research and training
mathematicians

The Grand prix provided a way to plan future publications by
training aspiring mathematicians. The prize problems on
polyhedrons and on the stability of floating bodies are both
strongly connected to the works of two influent professors at
Ecole polytechnique, i.e. Emile Bertrand, Jordan’s professor of
analysis, and Auguste Bravais, Jordan’s professor of physics.

The mechanical issues developed by Jordan in the Annali are
therefore very coherent with his training at École polytechnique
even though mechanics was hardly Jordan’s predilection ;
throughout his career, he actually published no more than four
memoirs on issues of stabilities of solid bodies.
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Open questions : academic prizes and the circulation
of mathematics

A circulation through time : the issues are often connected to
the works of the academicians who organize the prize :

Number of values of functions : Bertrand 1845, Serret
1848 (in the legacy of Cauchy 1815 & 1844-46)
Stability of floating bodies : Bravais 1840, Bertrand
Polyhedrons : Bravais, Bertrand
special equations of elliptic functions : Hermite

A circulation through space : hot research topics recently
developed by foreign mathematicians (Clebsch on algebraic
surfaces... ).
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As for Jordan...

... he never published any other paper in Italy until the 1890s...

The most obvious consequences of his publications in the
Annali :

named correspondant of the Lombard Institute in 1870 for
sciences and letters, to the “great satisfaction” of Brioschi
and Cremona ;

the beginning of a scientific correspondance with Cremona
and Brioschi ( on substitutions and not mechanics)
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The circulation of ideals about mathematical
journals

The success of the “journal de MM. Brioschi et Cremona,” : a
model when Jordan took over the direction of the Journal de
mathématiques pures et appliquées in 1885.

His first decisions :

the establishment of an editorial board,
internationalization by attracting foreign contributions
through his network of correspondants : from 1885 to 1894,
the proportion of foreign contributions increased to 25 % ;
as with the case of the Annali, most foreign contributors
published no more than one or two memoirs in the Journal
and yet, no Italian mathematician was ever invited to
publish in Jordan’s Journal ...
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